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Using the Dell Management Console and additional Symantec solutions to
manage servers in Dell-only and heterogeneous environments

Executive summary
The Dell™ Management Console (DMC), powered by Altiris™ from
Symantec™ (Symantec), provides a central console offering
systems management features from hardware management to
advanced enterprise functionality. The DMC, which Dell ships free
of charge with every server and which is available free via
download, provides managers a unified interface through which to
implement the deployment, inventory, monitoring, and updating of
their IT infrastructure, including servers, storage, desktops,
notebooks, network devices, printers, and devices. The DMC
provides advanced support for Dell hardware, particularly
PowerEdge servers. However, like HP Systems Insight Manager and
IBM Director, it also provides standard capabilities for managing
equipment from other vendors. Moreover, the DMC’s extensible
framework provides a foundation for more advanced management
functionality.
System managers can extend the value of the Dell Management
Console with additional Symantec products that integrate easily
with its intuitive interface and can scale as needs change. In this
guide, we consider the Altiris Server Management Suite and the
DMC. The Altiris Server Management Suite comprises several
Symantec components, including the Software Management
Solution, Inventory Solution® for Servers, Patch Management
Solution™ for Servers, Monitor Solution for Servers™, and RealTime System Manager Solution™. It also includes licenses for
running Symantec’s Deployment Solution™ for Servers. Figure 1
shows the built-in features of the DMC and how the Altiris® Server
Management Suite™ compliments these capabilities.
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Figure 1. The Dell DMC and the Altiris Server Management Suite
complement each other.

The Dell Management Console, and the seamless integration with
Symantec’s add-on products, unites systems management across
IT environments through a single interface, eliminating or reducing
manual systems management processes and allowing businesses
to save time, reduce expenses, and redirect resources to strategic
projects.
Through its unified, expandable architecture, the Dell Management
Console allows you to choose the level of capability that best suits
your organization.
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In this guide, Principled Technologies
T
s, Inc. (PT) presents the
sults from our hands-on
n DMC testing and rese
earch. Furthermore,
res
we
e draw on re
eal-world ex
xperiences to
o documentt best practiices and
ass
sist systems
s administra
ators in the six basic management
,
fun
nctions of diiscovery, ag
gent push, bare-metal
b
d
deployment
inv
ventory, pattch update, and monitoring. We will consider each
e
fun
nction in the
e circumstan
nces:
•

Using the
t
DMC witth Dell Powe
erEdge servers

•

Using tthe DMC in heterogeneo
ous environments, inclu
uding
those with
w
HP and IBM serverrs

•

Using Altiris
A
Serve
er Management Suite frrom Symanttec in
conjunction with the DMC to fully
f
manage Dell, HP, and
a
IBM
s
servers

Feattures of the
t
Dell DMC 1.0
0 and Alttiris Serv
ver
Man
nagement Suite version
v
7
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole, powe
ered by Sym
mantec, boas
sts a
ran
nge of featu
ures to strea
amline syste
ems manage
ement. The add-on
Symantec products offer additional fe
eatures for the DMC an
nd
pabilities of the DMC in
n heterogene
eous environments
exttend the cap
and upward in
nto the OS and
a
applicattion levels.
The extensible
e architecture of the De
ell Managem
ment Console
e makes
forr easy integration with additional products
p
from
m Symantec. This
guide focuses on the Altirris Server Management Suite, show
wing
s the Dell Management
M
t Console intto a unified
how it extends
ma
anagement solution for heterogene
eous server environmen
nts.
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole and Altiris
A
Serverr Manageme
ent Suite
inc
clude far too
o many features to disc
cuss them all in this guide. The
following list introduces th
he more sig
gnificant elements that relate to
e six basic managemen
m
nt operations
s we discuss
s in this guide.
the
Although th
his guide foc
cuses on the
e DMC and the
Altiris Server Managem
ment Suite, Symantec has
h
other produ
ucts you can
n use to exttend your
manageme
ent capabilities beyond what we show
here. These
e include prroducts such
h as Altiris Client
C
Management Suite 7.0
0, Symantec
c Endpoint
ntec Backup Exec Syste
em
Protection, and Syman
5
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Recovery. These
T
produ
ucts add cap
pabilities in areas
such as aud
dit and com
mpliancy, bac
ckup and re
ecovery,
and endpoint protectio
on.

Discovery
Dis
scovery is th
he process of
o finding th
he various devices resid
ding on
your network. The Dell Management Console ma
akes this process
mple.
sim
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole on De
ell Hardware
e
For Windows systems,
s
the
e DMC allow
ws you to im
mport the sy
ystem
infformation fro
om Active Directory
D
or to discover systems by
y
bro
owsing a do
omain. The DMC
D
has a built-in
b
facility for enterring and
ma
anaging the credentials you will ne
eed for these
e forms of
dis
scovery.
evices directtly by
The DMC also allows you to discover network de
usiing its Netw
work discove
ery option. This
T
option lets you spe
ecify the
IP addresses you
y
want to scan. You may
m
specify
y IP address
ses by
ving specific
c addresses,, specifying a subnet, giving a rang
ge of
giv
addresses, or using hostn
names. You can also specify addres
sses to
exc
clude.
The DMC ca
an discover network de
evices using a
number of protocols, in
ncluding ICM
MP, SNMP, and
a
dition to HT
TTP.
WMI, in add
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole on non-Dell Hardware
Ne
etwork disco
overy happens at the IP
P level: The DMC will dis
scover
any
y device witth an IP add
dress in the scanned range, regard
dless of
wh
hether it is Dell
D hardwarre. As the previous
p
section notes, the DMC
can
n also import informatio
on from Acttive Directorry or browse
ea
domain. While
e the DMC will
w discover non-Dell de
evices, in-de
epth
inv
ventory and most mana
agement tas
sks require Dell
D hardwa
are.
Fig
gure 2 show
ws the resultts of scannin
ng a range of
o IP addres
sses.
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Fig
gure 2. View
wing all discovered deviices in the Discovery
D
Wizard.

The DMC will
w discover VMs as well as physica
al
devices. Th
he DMC trea
ats VMs as a special clas
ss of
non-Dell de
evice. The DMC
D
lists each server with
w
VMs
under the Virtual
V
Serve
ers node of the All Dev
vices
tree. Clickin
ng each hos
st server willl list its VMs
s.
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole with the
t
Altiris Se
erver Manag
gement
suiite
Server Management Suite
e adds the ability
a
to mo
ove beyond DMC’s
tie to Dell hard
dware and classify
c
all discovered
d
a
assets
(Dell or not).
It also
a
provide
es graphical, layer 2 top
pology maps that displa
ay
dev
vice status parent/child
d relationshiips, etc.

Ag
gent push
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole on De
ell Hardware
e
h the ability to deploy th
he Altiris ag
gent and
The free DMC comes with
to use the Altiris agent to
o deploy the Dell OpenM
Manage Serv
ver
Administrator (OMSA) to Dell PowerE
Edge servers
s running Microsoft
M
Windows or Linux.. A wiza
ard allows you
y
to select the version of
OM
MSA you wis
sh to install,, select the Dell PowerE
Edge servers
s to
deploy to, and
d schedule when
w
the pu
ush should occur.
o
Figure
e3
sho
ows the stattus of the agent push from
f
the DM
MC.
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Figure 3. Viewing the installation status.

The Dell Management Console on non-Dell Hardware
The Dell Management Console gives you the ability to push the
Altiris Agent to non-Dell hardware and to VMs. If you have a
heterogeneous environment with HP and IBM servers, you can
manage them from the same console as you manage your Dell
PowerEdge servers.
The DMC gives you the ability to push the Altiris Agent to Windows,
UNIX, and Linux servers.
DMC relies on the Altiris agent primarily for deploying OMSA and
pushing out hardware/firmware/BIOS updates. Most other
functions use OMSA and remote calls to protocols such as WMI,
SNMP, and IPMI.
The Dell Management Console with the Altiris Server
Management suite
In addition to all the capabilities in the DMC, the Altiris Server
Management suite gives you more administrative control, including
features such as a rule-based deployment facility, the ability to set
more options on the Altiris agent, and the ability to set a schedule
for automatically updating the agents.
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Mo
ore significantly, the agents we discuss later in
n this guide for
inv
ventory, pattching, and monitoring non-Dell ha
ardware require
Alttiris Server Manager
M
Su
uite.

Ba
are-metal deployme
ent
DM
MC does not provide bare metal server deploym
ment. That
fun
nctionality is
s available exclusively
e
t
through
Altiris Server
Ma
anagement Suite.
S
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole with the
t
Altiris Se
erver Manag
gement
suiite
Bare-metal de
eployment re
equires the Altiris Deployment Solution –
part of Serverr Manageme
ent Suite. So
ome Dell Po
owerEdge se
ervers
shiip with an OEM
O
copy off Altiris Deplloyment Sollution for De
ell
Servers. For other
o
servers, system administrators can down
nload
the
e Deployment Solution software fro
om
htttps://www4.symantec.c
com/Vrt/offfer?a_id=55149
Symantec also
a
offers the
t
Deploym
ment Solutio
on as an
independen
nt add-on fo
or Dell serve
ers. That pro
oduct
outside the
e scope of th
his guide, bu
ut you can find
f
more inform
mation at
http://www
w.symantec..com/busine
ess/theme.jsp?them
eid=deploy
yment_soluttion_dell.
De
eployment Solution
S
can provide rem
mote pre-bo
oot BIOS, DR
RAC,
RA
AID, and BMC configuration. It can also install a Windows or Linux
OS
S via either imaging or a scripted OS
O install. Yo
ou can deploy
VM
Mware and ESX
E
remotely with the tool
t
as well as managem
ment
agents, backup agents, etc., and can
n combine any combina
ation of
the
ese tasks into a single drag-and-dr
d
rop job, making server
deployment ve
ery simple and
a
far less time consuming for IT
administrators
s. The scriptted OS insta
all facility gives you the
e ability
to execute rem
mote and un
nattended in
nstalls and post-installa
p
ation
tas
sks such as updates and service pa
acks installs
s. It uses an
nswer
file
es to let you
u control eve
ery aspect of
o the installation. In ad
ddition,
Alttiris Deploym
ment Solutio
on has wizards to help script the
ins
stallation of operating systems
s
including Windows Server 2008
and Linux.
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The Deployment Solution also allows you to deploy to multiple
servers at once and you can create different install scripts for the
same deployment share, allowing you to have different customized
installations without needing separate copies of operating system
files.

Inventory
In this context, inventory refers to the process of gathering
information about the devices on your network. This includes
information about memory, processors, power supplies, embedded
devices, and software and firmware versions.
The Dell Management Console on Dell Hardware
Once you have deployed OMSA to your Dell PowerEdge servers, the
inventory returns information about the hardware, firmware, and
basic OS information. The DMC then provides many standard
hardware inventory reports and lets users create custom reports.
Figure 4 shows a screen of detailed inventory information from an
inventoried Dell PowerEdge system.

Figure 4. Viewing detailed hardware information for the
inventoried system.

The Dell Management Console on non-Dell Hardware
The free DMC allows you to gather the Altiris basic inventory on
non-Dell servers. As we note above, the DMC treats VMs as a
10
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spe
ecial class of
o non-Dell server,
s
so you can also gather the Altiris
basic inventorry on them.
As we discu
uss in the se
ection on monitoring be
elow,
The Dell Ma
anagement Console allo
ows you imp
port
MIBs to and
d format SN
NMP traps. However,
H
the base
DMC will no
ot allow you
u extend its inventory capability
c
to new dev
vices by map
pping MIBs to data clas
sses.
The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole with the
t
Altiris Se
erver Manag
gement
suiite
For servers running Windows, Linux, or UNIX, th
he Altiris Se
erver
anagement Suite
S
lets yo
ou install the Altiris Inv
ventory agen
nt. This
Ma
agent gathers more exten
nsive inform
mation from the servers
s,
cov
vering not only
o
hardware, but OS and
a
applicattion level
infformation as
s well. Figurre 5 shows a tree view of inventory
y
infformation.

Fig
gure 5. Reviewing inven
ntory inform
mation in the
e Altiris
Server management Suite
e.

For other type
es of networrk devices, the
t
Altiris Se
erver management
Suite adds the
e ability to map
m
SNMP traps
t
and im
mprove the quality
q
of the inventory. There arre many pre
edefined tab
bles for com
mmon
dev
vices. You may
m
also cre
eate your ow
wn custom tables.
t
The Altiris Serrver manage
ement Suite
e allows you
u to create and
a
edit
ventorying the
t
servers, so that you
u can be surre that
policies for inv
11
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your inventory information is always current. These policies are
very powerful, allowing control right down to the level of individual
files.
Like the free DMC, the Altiris Server Management Suite includes a
number of predefined reports. It also extends the ability to create
your own reports beyond the capabilities in the free DMC.

Patch update
The Dell Management Console on Dell Hardware
The DMC supports patch management for Dell PowerEdge servers
by using Dell Update catalogs (DUPs). A DUP contains all the
components you need to update a Dell PowerEdge server, such as
firmware, BIOS, drivers, and other patches. DUPs may be bundled
together as a Dell System Update Set. The DMC can download
DUPs or obtain them from local storage.
The DMC can locate patchable Dell PowerEdge servers running
Linux or Windows. It allows you to filter the DUPs by an array of
criteria, such as OS type, severity, release date, server model, and
many more.
The DMC allows you to configure rollout jobs, specifying which
servers to update, which DUPs to use, when to update the system,
and what options to use. The DMC can also patch an entire group
of servers at once or just one server at a time. The DMC also
supports bandwidth throttling, checkpoint recovery, multicasting,
and other WAN-aware features that can be very helpful in server
environments with complex topologies. Figure 6 shows patching a
Dell PowerEdge server.
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Fig
gure 6. Applying all nec
cessary patc
ch updates.

DMC can pa
atch servers
s using a bu
undle of DUP
Ps Dell
test DUPS as
a a set and
d encourage
es administrrators to
patch serve
ers using the bundles. While
W
the DMC can
apply just a single upd
date from within a bund
dle, such
as a BIOS update
u
or a single drive
er, Dell does
s not
test or support those scenarios.
s

The Dell Mana
agement Con
nsole on non-Dell Hardware
Because the DMC
D
depend
ds on the De
ell Update Pa
ackages, yo
ou
can
nnot push patches
p
to a non-Dell se
erver using the free DM
MC.
agement Con
nsole with the
t
Altiris Se
erver Manag
gement
The Dell Mana
suiite
The Altiris Serrver Manage
ement Suite
e adds the ability to pattch
F these no
on-Dell Wind
dows-based servers,
hetterogeneous servers. For
the
e Altiris Serv
ver Management Suite uses its Mic
crosoft Patch
Ma
anagement Import
I
facility to ensurre that you have
h
all the
res
sources needed to patch your servers. It allow
ws you to filtter
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dow
wnloads and
d displays a status for the
t
running job. QChain
gro
oups organize the upda
ates for distrributing to the
t
servers.
For servers running Red Hat
H or SUSE
E Linux, the Altiris Serv
ver
Ma
anagement Suite
S
Lets you
y
enter sy
ystem option
ns specific to
o each
version of Linu
ux, including
g what credentials to use.
You can als
so use Syma
antec Software Delivery
y (SWD)
to patch other operatin
ng systems,, such as So
olaris
and ESX, and to apply IBM and HP
P update pa
ackages.
However, these capabilities are ou
utside the sc
cope of
this guide.
Fig
gure 7 show
w a visual summary for the state off Windows
com
mpliance in a heterogeneous network before adding
a
Altiriis
Server Management Suite
e.

Fig
gure 7. The Altiris
A
Serve
er Managem
ment Suite showing the state of
Windows compliance befo
ore patching
g the serverrs.
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Monitor
The Dell Management Console
The base DMC allows you to collect both health and performance
data for all discovered Dell devices. It allows limited customization
of existing policies.
Health monitoring in the free DMC is via the OMSA. You can check
the health of any given Dell PowerEdge server, or use a group
view, which summarizes the health of all devices on the network.
Figure 8 shows the group view for a simple network.

Figure 8. Viewing the health status of all currently
managed Dell devices.

The free DMC provides access to the built-in Linux or Windows
performance counters on Dell PowerEdge servers measuring CPU
use, disk IO, memory use, and network use. Performance
monitoring requires an agent on the servers you are monitoring.
The Dell Management Console on non-Dell Hardware
Non-Dell devices can direct their SNMP traps to the DMC console
and the free DMC will process them. The base DMC allows you to
import the MIBs so that it can display the trap information in a
meaningful way. By default, the category for an SNMP trap is
15
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“Unknown”. However, the DMC will let you assign the trap to a
category and change its default severity. Figure 9 shows the MIB
browser in the DMC.

Figure 9. Browsing an MIB in the Dell Management Console.

The Dell Management Console with the Altiris Server Management
suite
The Altiris Server Management Suite expands the monitoring
capabilities of the DMC by bringing the ability to monitor hardware
from different vendors and allowing the system administrators to
see deeper into the operation system and underlying applications.
Symantec provides monitor packs for Exchange, SQL, HP,
Windows, DNS, DHCP, and IIS, among others. It also adds the
ability to customize existing monitor policies and to create new
monitor policies. Figure 10 shows the alerts and critical systems
from the Server Management Portal.
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Fig
gure 10. Viewing the ale
erts and critical system
ms in the Serrver
Ma
anagement Portal.
P

The Altiris Serrver Manage
ement Suite
e allows you to go beyond
hardware mon
nitoring and monitor at the OS or application
a
level.
Symantec provides monittor packs, which
w
contain
n the metric
cs, rules
and database items needed to monittor the appliication or op
perating
sys
stem in que
estion.
Performanc
ce monitorin
ng can gene
erate a large
e
amount of data, becom
ming its own
n data mana
agement
erver Manag
gement Suitte gives
problem. The Altiris Se
you controll over how long it keeps performan
nce data
in the database, and at
a what level of detail.
The Altiris Serrver Manage
ement Suite
e gives you the
t
ability to
o create
new
w metrics th
hat suit you
ur needs. It can even ru
un COM, DLL
Ls or
com
mmand line
e utilities on the servers
s you are monitoring, and can
parse the resu
ults.
Wh
hile the base
e DMC lets you
y
turn policies on and
d off, chang
ge
polling interva
als, and add predefined rules to a task,
t
the Alttiris
Server Management Suite
e allows you
u to create and
a
fully edit the
policies. You can
c
also hav
ve the policy
y automatica
ally take acttion
based on cond
ditions that you define.
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Summing up
This guide introduces you to the capabilities of the Dell
Management Console and to the even greater capabilities that the
add-on modules available from Symantec provide. Figure 11 below
summarizes, for the six management operations we discuss in this
guide, the management capabilities of the DMC for Dell PowerEdge
servers as well as for other types of hardware. It also summarizes
how the Altiris Server Management Suite extends those
capabilities.
Capability

Dell

Non-Dell

PowerEdge servers,
servers,

All servers, DMC with Altiris
Server Management Suit

DMC

DMC
Discovery

Basic

Basic

Enhanced classification and

Agent push

discovery

discovery

mapping capabilities

Deploys

Altiris

Altiris Agent

OMSA via

Agent

the Altiris
agent
Bare-metal

N/A

N/A

deployment

Comprehensive deployment of
the full server stack including
hardware, OS and application
install and config

Inventory

Hardware &

Altiris basic Comprehensive, multi-vendor

basic OS

inventory

information

hardware, operating system and
application inventory; can
extend and customize inventory
scans, etc.

Patch

BIOS,

Update

firmware,

N/A

Multi-vendor patching of
Windows and Linux with options

driver

for hardware level patching

updates
Monitor

Hardware

Import

Comprehensive heterogeneous

alerting &

MIBs for

hardware, OS and application

performance multimonitoring

monitoring

vendor
alerting

Figure 11. Comparison of management features for Dell and nonDell servers, with and without the Altiris Server Management
Pack.
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You can find more information on the DMC and the Altiris Server
Management Suite at the following sites:
http://www.dell.com/openmanage
http://www.delltechcenter.com/page/Dell+Management+Console
http://dell.symantec.com/dmc
http://dell.symantec.com/dmc-plugins
http://dell.symantec.com/dmc-quickstart
http://dell.symantec.com/dmc-tech
http://dell.symantec.com/dcm-tech
http://dell.symantec.com/delldeploy-tech
http://www.altiris.com/dellclientmanager
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About Principled Technologies
We provide industry-leading technology assessment and fact-based
marketing services. We bring to every assignment extensive
experience with and expertise in all aspects of technology testing
and analysis, from researching new technologies, to developing
new methodologies, to testing with existing and new tools.
When the assessment is complete, we know how to present the
results to a broad range of target audiences. We provide our clients
with the materials they need, from market-focused data to use in
their own collateral to custom sales aids, such as test reports,
performance assessments, and white papers. Every document
reflects the results of our trusted independent analysis.
Principled Technologies, Inc.
1007 Slater Road, Suite 250
Durham, NC, 27703
www.principledtechnologies.com

We provide customized services that focus on our clients’ individual
requirements. Whether the technology involves hardware,
software, Web sites, or services, we offer the experience,
expertise, and tools to help you assess how it will fare against its
competition, its performance, whether it’s ready to go to market,
and its quality and reliability.
Our founders, Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings, have worked
together in technology assessment for over 20 years. As
journalists, they published over a thousand articles on a wide array
of technology subjects. They created and led the Ziff-Davis
Benchmark Operation, which developed such industry-standard
benchmarks as Ziff Davis Media’s Winstone and WebBench. They
founded and led eTesting Labs, and after the acquisition of that
company by Lionbridge Technologies were the head and CTO of
VeriTest.
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All other product names are the trademarks of their respective owners.
Disclaimer of Warranties; Limitation of Liability:
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OR QUALITY, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ALL PERSONS
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